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List of AutoCAD major
releases. These are
releases that are
considered major enough
to affect the overall
direction of the software's
development. AutoCAD
Releases [ edit ] Version
history [ edit ] See also:
List of AutoCAD major
releases Version history [
edit ] 1-9 [ edit ]
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AutoCAD was released to
the public on December
16, 1982. There were two
primary changes from its
predecessor, DWG
System II: the CAD user
interface was improved;
and the DWG file format
was redesigned. The
initial version of
AutoCAD was based on
an assembly-level, with
the graphics window as a
fixed, monolithic, editable
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surface. Since the first
version, the graphics
window has been arranged
as an application-level
window, which opens and
closes as needed. 10-20 [
edit ] These are the years
when Autodesk
introduced their first
entirely new type of
drawing component, the
DWG Viewer. Before
this, an AutoCAD
drawing was made up of
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static graphics, which
were rendered by the
Application Program
Interface (API) and
available to the user as-is.
The DWG Viewer
enabled users to zoom in
and out of the drawing
and to pan around it, as
well as being able to
measure and label lines,
view specific parts of the
drawing, and view text or
data. These DWG Viewer
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features brought
AutoCAD into the
modern graphical user
interface (GUI) era, with
a user-friendly drawing
application that
introduced a new industry
standard, the Windows
file format (now used by
Microsoft Office and
other software). 21-29 [
edit ] During the 1990s,
the company acquired a
few small competitors,
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and further pushed
forward the evolution of
AutoCAD through several
major releases. Early in
the 21st century, the
drawing component was
integrated with the 2D
drawing user interface,
and the API was
restructured to a more
object-oriented approach.
30-35 [ edit ] AutoCAD
2010 was released on
January 21, 2008. The
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main changes since then
include: the User
Interface (UI) has been
completely redesigned, to
reflect modern Human
Computer Interaction
(HCI) principles. The API
has also been redesigned
to support objects in a 3D
environment and to
include a Component
Model that is used to store
data, display information
and interact with the
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model. Additionally, the
DWG Viewer now offers
different levels of detail,
including

AutoCAD Crack+

1. AutoCAD 2022 Crack
Product Manager - Tools
development and
customization. These
include functions such as
the AutoCAD Download
With Full Crack
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configuration manager
(ARCAD) - a graphical
tool that allows Autodesk
users to perform common
tasks. This tool integrates
with AutoCAD Download
With Full Crack and
requires the use of an
Autodesk account.
Application programming
interface Application
programming interfaces
(API) were a major
development for the
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Windows-based Autodesk
products. These include
C++ (AutoCAD) and
Visual Basic.NET
(AutoCAD LT and
AutoCAD Architecture).
However, the AutoCAD
Architecture API was
discontinued in 2005.
This API allowed the user
to program their own
commands in a scripting
language. This allowed
custom functionality in
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AutoCAD's functionality
which were not available
with the C++ API.
AutoLISP AutoLISP is an
alternate programming
language for AutoCAD
that is very similar to
Visual LISP but for
AutoCAD. However,
AutoLISP is a different
syntax. It can be used in
AutoCAD or AutoLISP
can be used to write
applications and scripts
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outside of AutoCAD.
Visual LISP Visual LISP
(VLISP) was an
alternative programming
language for AutoCAD
that was developed in the
late 1990s. The syntax
was similar to AutoLISP,
but it used a.NET
program. VLISP was
discontinued as of 2010.
VBA Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) was
an add-on application for
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AutoCAD, created in
1998. This allowed users
to automate common
tasks in AutoCAD, which
were not included in the
API. VBA requires the
use of a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. .NET
AutoCAD.NET is an add-
on application for
AutoCAD. This is similar
to VBA, except it is
written in Microsoft
Visual Studio. This allows
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users to write programs
that perform more
advanced tasks that are
not available with the
API. This includes
specialized custom-made
macros, functions and
scripts. ObjectARX
ObjectARX is a third-
party C++ class library. It
was used in the following
products: Autodesk
Design Review. It was
discontinued in 2019.
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AutoCAD Architecture
AutoCAD Electrical
AutoCAD LT. See also
List of vector graphics
editors Comparison of
CAD editors Comparison
of CAD editors
a1d647c40b
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Click on File > New, and
select Autodesk Autocad
2012. At the bottom of
the dialog box, click on
the Advanced tab. Click
on Generate Key. Now go
to the tab and click on
Browse and select
C:\Users\{your
name}\.autodesk\{app
name}.rnd Then press Ok.
The generate file is a
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32bit.rnd file On a 32bit
computer, the.rnd file will
be located in the same
directory C:\Users\{your
name}\.autodesk\{app
name}\cfg.rnd The.cfg
file is a 64bit file
C:\Users\{your
name}\.autodesk\{app
name}\cfg.cfg Now
double click on the rnd
file, and type the
password to the rnd file.
For instance I used C:\Use
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rs\Madhav\AppData\Roa
ming\autodesk\autocad20
12\cfg.rnd. For the.cfg
file, double click on the
file, and type the
password. Now you are
done. Steps 1 & 2 were
from here: How to create
a 32bit.cfg file Steps 3-5
from here: How to create
a 64bit.cfg file Q:
Android run at startup
(service) I have a server
and 3 clients. I need to run
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the server continuously.
How can I make this
service start automatically
when the phone starts? Do
I need to set a new start-
event in android? Or how
can I start this service? A:
A service will run by it's
own until it's destroyed,
but you cannot set it to
start automatically unless
you root your phone and
place a task in the
system's startup-tasks. If
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you really need to do this,
you could always start a
PendingIntent when your
service starts, and then
make your clients make a
call to start a service
themselves (a
PendingIntent). But this
really isn't a good way to
go about it. EDIT: An
easier way to do this
would be to just open a
broadcast receiver from
the start-up receiver and
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trigger your service from
there. You can find the
documentation on this
here: Q: How to perform
resource

What's New In AutoCAD?

Edit drawings and
comments at the source.
The new Markup Assist
feature in AutoCAD
makes it easy to send
comments or markup to
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multiple people at once,
by simply clicking the
appropriate button.
Support for multiple
drawing files on a single
CARTO go station. Use
AutoCAD to interactively
work on files for different
projects in the same
session, and use the
CARTO go station to
preview and send
feedback on multiple
drawings at the same
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time. Compare drawings
on-the-fly. Easily
compare two AutoCAD
drawings side-by-side in
an easy-to-use interface.
Drawing Layer Revision:
Improved toolbar for
assigning geometric styles
and Layers to a drawing.
More options are now
visible on the toolbar, and
you can more easily create
more customized Layers.
AutoCAD’s global system
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of color-coding for Layers
has been replaced by a
more intuitive layer color-
coding system. Shape
Style Editing: Shapes are
now more interactive:
more interactions in the
Shape Style panel. Now
you can change shapes at
the object level, and apply
object-level shape
properties. Improvements
to the shape properties
panel, such as a toggle
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panel for selecting if a
shape is a closed or open
set and the ability to insert
a unique symbol for every
shape. Shape AutoLayout:
AutoLayout allows you to
easily move all the shapes
in a drawing. Now you
can select multiple shapes
and move them at the
same time with a single
click. Other notable
enhancements: Drawing
Tools Panel: You can now
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group categories of
drawing tools together in
the Drawing Tools Panel,
which gives you quick
access to common tools.
Graphite Pen tools are
now visible in the default
Drawing Tools panel,
including the Property
Editor, Layers dialog,
tooltips, and others. 3D
Editing: Improved
selection of edges and
faces, with snapping to
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edges and faces. Support
for surface material in
multitextured objects.
You can now specify the
use of surface materials
with layered objects.
Graphical Styles: New
features for drawing with
graphic styles include:
AutoLabel generates
labels automatically when
text with a predefined
style is inserted. One of
the largest increases in
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productivity is the
addition of the ability to
create and modify names
and property sets for
Graphic
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

•Adobe Flash Player:
9.0.115 or higher •In-App
purchase: You need to
install from Google Play
•Device: Android 2.3 or
higher •RAM: 512MB
•Processor: 1GHz •SD
Card: 2.5 GB •Devices:
Samsung Galaxy S3
•Devices: Samsung
Galaxy S2 •Devices:
Samsung Galaxy S
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•Devices:
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